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HANDPQIT'l'EN NOTE Fltmf THE AUTHOR: 

Gentlemen: 

t have no ava:f .. lable means for building 

this variable-volume engine. 

signed 

St(iphane Convers 
Scientific Researcher 
52 Boulevard Serurier 
75019 Paris, France 
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ABSTRACT OF THE TECHNICAL CONTENTS OF THE INVENTION 
". II 

Engine using the expansion-contraction of bodies subjected. to j~ontrolled 
thermal variations and making use of free natural heat sources and/or 

m~n-made fecovery heat sOUrces. 

I~ includes: first, one or more devices designed to transmit, either directly 

or through concentration, the.rmal energy to a material whose expansion provides 

the first driving element; second, one or more devices designed to interrupt;: 

the addition of heat to the above material whose contraction provides the 

second driving element; and third, as an option, one or more cooling devices 

to accelerate the contraction phase. The frequency of the expansion

contraction cycle varies in speed depending on the devices and materials used 

for specific applications. 

These applications are all those requiring an engine. 

DESCRIPTION 

Convers Variable-Volume Engine. 

This invention relates to the exploitation of free natural heat sources and/or 

of man-made recov~ry'heat sources. 

The exploitation of free natural heat sources (solar-thermal and geothermal) 

and the exploitation of man-made ~ecovery beat sources have already given birth 

to many apparatus for domestic, agricultural and industrial usage such as 

sola~ ovens, geothermal syphons, temperature-control of fields and greenhouses 

near factories, etc. While these devices are first of all heating apparatus, 

the same heat sources are used in this invention to drive an engine.· 

Hence, it becomes possible to operate all sorts of machines inexpensively. 

Building the engine covered by this invention includes three aspects: the 

selection of the thermal energy source, the devices to apply this thermal 

energy to the body subjected to the expansion/contraction cycle, and the 
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physical and chemical characteristics of the body subjected to,the expansion/ 

contraction cycle. 

As to the clloice of the thermal energy source, this invention applies not only 

to all expensive traditional sources (fires using wood, coal, hydrocarbons; 

electrical power from thermal, hydraulic and atomic sources; etc.), but also 

in particular to the free natural heat sources (solar and geothermal) and to 

the man-made recovery heat sources (from facto~i,es, urban heating, etc.). This 

invention covers the single or combined use of the sourees mentioned above 

depending on the location of the variable-volume engine. Thus, an area with 

much sunshine can prefer solar heat energy, a volcanic area geothermal heat, 

a coastal area the energy furnished by a warm sea current. Industrialized 

and u.rbanizedareas will have available many man-made recovery heat sources. 

Very naturally, a spacecraft will use solar heat while a ground, water or 

air vehicle will instead resort to traditional sources. 

Devices for applying thermal energy to the body subjected to the expansion/contrac

tion cycle involved in this invention include in their complete configurationf'our 

active stages: the concentrator stage, the collector stage, the conductor 

stage and the cooling stage. 

As.an example of a concentrator stage we will mention, for solar heat, sets of 

mi~rors and/or heliostatic magnifying glasses; as an example of a collector 

stage, we will mention absorbent metallic plates of any material, shape, 

configuration, color, etc. that make it possible to absorb the maximum amount 

of energy concentrated by the preceding stage; as an example of a conductor 

stage, we will mention insulated liquid colu~ns or metallic rods; finally, as 

a cooling stage, we will mention the example of a water line if the variable

volume engine is located near a 'natural or artificial source of this liquid. 

EaCh of these stages can be equipped with a sub-device with the purpose of inter

rupting heating ali' cooling. Nevertheless, the conductor stage is the most likely 

to have the interruptor sub-device as heating can, at this stage, be easily 

replaced by cooling and vice-versa. 
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For all bodies subjected to the expllnsion/contraction cycle, this invention 

applies to all bodies that are simple or c~\pound, organic or inorganic, and 

pure Ot: mixed, all alloys, mixtllt:es l combinations, etc., of any kind, in any 

state at: phase that it might be in, in any stat,c or phase change that it might be in, 

to tIle extent thuttltcse bodies hllve a specific~\'lteatL~'ciXp~,l\sion coefficient t:atio 
,II . ..'= .> . 

that provides ~smll~h",expansionllnd contt:8ction as possible for an amount of. 

heatingot: cooling as low as possible. 

In the case of expansion of bodies passing from the liquid state to the 

gaseous stute and in the case of contraction of the same bodies retut:ning 

to the liquid state, the variable-vohlllle engine particulil-rly calls for bodies 

with 11 boiling point between the t(~mpcrntl.l1:c of the stopped non-heated engine 

in the cxpt:1cted environment and the tempc-raturc that the t.ype. of thermal energy 

unde-r ,considcrution can pt'ovide to the engine. 'i'hus, acetone which boils at 

56°C is especially wc.ll",:,suitcd to v~lt:inble-volumQ engines operating in count-ries 

where the tcmpet:ature in the shade is llbout 400 C llnd the temperature in the sun 

is about 70
0

C. 

I 
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To ct.ontlllUe) here llrQ a few examples of v~lrillble-vQlU\l\e engines that illustrate, 

in a non-exhaustive II\tllmcr, .'1 few possibilities among the pl'acticul ~lpproaches 

covered by this :I.\lvencion. 

Example '1. Plato. 1/3, Figures 1, 2, and 3. 

A chassis 0.) s\.lpports a mctal rod (3) held in place <It one of its two end~ by 

a fixed suppor.t (2.). At the other end, the rod hAS a rack (l~ll) cn~~aging a pinion 

(4b). The cxpnnsion/col'lt-raction cycle of the rod is convertod into n bacK-mld

fo~th motion of the r.lck ill\p~lrtillg a rotation to the pinion,l fit-Bt in one direction 

and then in tht;~ other. Tili!? ~lltl?ru~1-t:ingrotatiol1 is mnde uSuble bY.IIlN11ls of n 

COm'(H~t.·~h~'f:i;)J(4cr. The cyc.1'!cal heLlt inte1.·-rllption is accomplisbcc! by I\lOlomS o.f: 
, I 

tl'~ -i-titractable shield (5) equipped ",ith bem.-ings (6). The st)ape of the rod, its 

hollow 01' solid tllUkc-up, the type of metal 01' alloy fro\\\ \~hich it is Illade, its 

dimensions I etc., as well us the sbape, lnuke-up, nature, dimensions, pitc\l, etc., 

of the rack v~lry according to the expected application. 
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Example #2. Plate 2/3, single Figure. 

Example #2. Plate 2/3, single figure. 

A cylinder made from two sliding bells (Sa, Sb) with insulated walls and airtight 

seals-(Sc) is filled with a fluid (3) ~lose expansion caused by the heat captured (1) 

and transmitted to it (2) increases the volume of the cylinder while its contraction 

caused by cooling (6a, 6b, and 6c) decreases this volume. This cylinder, immersed 

into ~ carrier fluid (4) contained within a tan~ rises and descends within it by 

following a guidance device composed of rods (7a), bearings (7b) and stops (7c). 

The motion obtained is used by means of a shaft (9) and a connecting rod (10). 

Example 4t3. plate 3/3, single figure. 

An accordion-type device (3) that is guided (4) contains 14.5 liters of acetone (5,) 

at 500 c (boiling point of 560 C considered as constant as pressure remains low 

within the given limits). By heating it to 80
0

C (collector stage 1 and collector 

stage 2) and then by cooling it to the original temperature (cooling stage 6a, 6b, 

and 6c), the expansion after passing to the gaseous stage and the contraction after 
',,::-\ 

returning to the liquid stage make it "possible to displace in each direction 

(for example, by means of the shaft (8) attached to the cap (7) and driving the 

connecting rod (9) ) a 7Sk~wl:!ight over a distance of 1 meter. The power of the 

engine will be a function of the time taken to complete the cycle adding and then 

removing the heat needed to perform the work measured. 

CLAIMS 

! 

1. "I The variable-volume engit:le is unique' in that it used the expansion/contraction cycle 
I : 

of ~odies sUbjected to controlled thermal variations. (these bodies being any that 
I, 

are: simple or compound, organic or inorganic, pure or mixed, alloys, mixtures, 
1 

con!binations, etc. of any kind). in whatever phase or state it may be in, and ±h 

any state or phase chan~e~ n:le engine has a specific heat/expansion coefficient 

that makes it possible to obtain an expansion and a contraction as large as possible 

for an amounto£ cooling and heating as low as possible. 
l) 
Ii 
II 
I' 
~ 

';2. The variable-volume engine, according to claim 1, is unique in th~~\it can 
-

:take advantage, in addition to expensive traditional sources of heat, of all" 
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,free natural heat sources and/or all man-iuade 'recovery heat SOurces. 

3. 'the vat'iabla-voluifi.~ angi.ne, accolCding to claim 1, is unique in th':lt it includes 

a stage to concentrate th~rmal energy. 

4. The variable-volume engine, according to claim 1, is unique in that it includes 

:1 stage to~ollect thermal energy. 

5.' The-variable-volul1Ie. e'tlgine,llccording to claim 1, is unique in that it includes 

:1 stage to conduct tlH'>.tt1lnl energy. 

6. The va,riab1e-vohulte ~ngine ,according to claim J.,. is unique in that it can 

includ(! a cooling stage. 

7. ~he var:lable-:volume entgne, according to claims 3, 4, 5, and 6, is unique 

in that it includes a slIlr'"device or several sub-devices to intel.·rupt he~ting~ 

can be located -'{It the concentrator stage and/or the collector stage and/or the 

conductor stage, but lHcferably at the latter stage. The engine also i1.1Cludes 

one or several sub-devices located at the cooler stage. to intet'rupt cooling. 
(j 

~rhGse 
I 
I 
I 
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